established a home and launching pad for education and for civic participation and responsibility. A product of the times into which they were born, they also became another front for the ongoing and increasingly rancorous national debate about slavery. The concluding chapter of Collegiate Republic expands the book's narrative of domestic college building to examine how still-developing notions of education and morality found expression in American efforts to colonize Liberia.
McNeur's book reminds us that even Manhattan, once upon a time, had its slums. Slums are associated with environmental problems, but as this valuable short history shows, such problems are more about the way in which human social and economic relations affect environmental decisions than about the environment itself. In antebellum Manhattan, pigs, dogs, offal, "night soil," and parkland became battlefields where people fought about larger issues: economic inequality, property rights, corruption, greed, and government power-the "meta-environment" that frames environmental decision making, then and now.
By one estimate, New York City had 20,000 hogs in 1820, one pig for every person in the city. Swine wandered the streets, terrorized pedestrians, and also provided a kind of ecosystem service, turning organic waste thrown onto the streets into meat, an economic asset that served as a kind of snorting safety net for the poor. When the City Council voted to round up the hogs, rioters confronted city officials in demonstrations literally to free the pigs. Dogs prowled the streets in packs, sometimes attacking passersby and potentially transmitting deadly rabies. Unlike pigs, dogs had owners from all of the social classes. The city's efforts to control them through registration and bounties inspired riots, too, this time against animal cruelty; as McNuer vividly describes, 3,000 dogs were killed during just two months in 1831 when the bounty was raised from 50 cents to a $1.00 per dog.
Taming Manhattan tells the early story of parks in New York City. At one time, open green spaces were a luxury that only the wealthy could enjoy. The Commissioner's Plan of 1811 made little provision for public open space, and private interests quickly usurped what little of it then existed in the form of military parade grounds. Lush and green Gramercy Park, constructed by Samuel Ruggles in 1832, replaced the farm that used to be Crommessie Vly, a winding cattail-lined creek on the east side of Manhattan, and simultaneously demonstrated a new truth of the urban landscape: Green is good for property values. A blossoming of new parkland in the city, eventually leading to New York's great Central Park, reaffirmed these facts. In the 1810s and 1820s, the city fathers killed the "Grand Parade" under pressure from real-estate interests, but by the 1830s, these interests were pressing for Madison Square Park in the same part of town.
As these anecdotes indicate, McNeur's method is to raise appositional comparisons and arch contrasts to a high art. Private trees in public spaces, hog wash and swill milk, the beginning of construction of Central Park in 1857, and the Piggery War two years later all illuminate her theme of the conflicts about rights and power that attend a fast-growing city in the developing world. In the nineteenth century, that city was New York. In the twenty-first century, that city has been replicated hundreds of times, in countries all over the world, where slums house as many as a billion people worldwide. Reading Taming Manhattan is like peering into a Petri dish at the massive changes now occurring on a planetary scale and wondering how it will all work out. Buying the Vote examines the evolution of the financing of presidential elections, the adoption and impact of federal campaign-finance laws, and the Supreme Court's campaign-finance cases. Its primary historical focus (seven of the book's nine substantive chapters) is the era from the Gilded Age to Watergate. The modern campaign-finance system was born at the start of this period, as civil-service reform's erosion of the spoils system, the emergence of big business corporations, and the growing cost of elections together led to a shift in the main sources of campaign funds from political insiders-candidates, politicians, party workers, and politically active businessmen-to wealthy outsiders interested in affecting the outcome of elections. The prominent role played by large donations from major financiers, industrialists, and their corporations, as revealed by journalistic accounts and federal and state investigations, led to a public outcry and enactment of the first federal campaign-finance laws, barring corporation donations and requiring disclosure in 1907, 1910, and 1911. Closely examining newspaper articles and editorials, the extensive investigative reports undertaken by federal and state legislative committees, and the papers of leading Progressive Era reformers, Mutch finds the place of the corporation in American democracy was a central concern in this period. Challenging accounts that give greater weight to corporate wealth and power and the ability of officers and directors to misuse shareholder funds, Mutch contends that the move to ban corporate
